Professional Presentations by Faculty
2011-2012

*Theoretical Archaeology Group (TAG) International Meeting*
May 17-20, 2012 in Buffalo, NY

c. Filipek, Kori – Presentation “Ain’t no Sunshine: Pathological links to potential adaptive strategies”

*Southwestern Anthropological Association (SWAA) 82nd Annual Conference*
April 19-21, 2012 in Chico, California

c. Diaz, Joanna, Andrea Diaz, and Vanessa Diaz – Film “Dia de las Muertas: Advocacy through Altars and Art” presented in the session “Ethnography through Film I”
c. Fessenden, Sarah – Paper “Militant Ethnography” and Its Complications) among Anarchists” presented in the session “Methods and Narrative in Anthropology”
c. Kelly, Hilarie – Paper “Mental Mapping: Landscapes as Narratives of Identity Among the Orma of East Africa” presented in the session “Storied Places: The Narrative of Landscape”
c. Spralja, Katarina, Adam Neilson and Brian De las Armas – Film “A Garden Without Roots” presented in the session “Ethnography through Film I”
c. Shewmake, Stacie, Julia Wignall and Lauren Brounley – Film “Empowering Bodies and Minds: 'The Yogalution'” presented in the session “Ethnography through Film I”
c. Vigil, Adriana and Cassandra Vitale – Film “Unplanned Love” presented in the session “Ethnography through Film II”
Society for American Archaeology (SAA) 77th Annual Meeting
April 18-22, 2012 in Memphis, TN

George, Richard, Brenda Bowser and Hector Neff – Poster “Early to Middle Holocene Interaction: Provenance of Obsidian Artifacts from CA-ORA-64” presented in the session “Obsidian Sourcing Studies”


Larmon, Jean, John Jones and Hector Neff – Presentation “A Palynological Investigation into the Cultural Intensification of the Pacific Coast of Guatemala During the Formative Periods” presented in the session “Archaeology in Guatemala, Honduras, and Southern Mexico”

Lipo, Carl – discussant for the symposium “Recent Developments in Cultural Transmission Theory and Its Applications”

Lipo, Carl, Mark Madsen and Timothy Hunt – Symposium presentation “Cultural inheritance and scientific explanations of the archaeological record” presented in the session “Archaeology As Science: A Memorial View of Dunnell’s Vision”

Malyk-Selivanova, Natalia, Gail Ashley, Michael Glasscock and Hector Neff – Symposium presentation “Geochemical database and its application for chert provenance: Northwestern Alaska” presented in the session “Chert Sourcing; Techniques, Methods, and Applications”

Neff, Hector and Satoru Murata – Symposium presentation “Ceramic production on Mesoamerica’s tropical coasts” presented in the session “Honoring Dean E. Arnold On His Supposed “Retirement”

Pereira, Carla – Poster “Transmission Patterns among Late Prehistoric Potters of Mississippi River Valley Ceramics” presented in the session “Mississippian Pottery Studies”

Schreyer, Sandy, Brenda Bowser and Hector Neff – Symposium presentation “Economic Aspects of Inka Empire Consolidation from Pambamarca, Ecuador” presented in the session “Contemporary Research in Ecuadorian Archeology”

Zufah, Charles – Poster “Airborne Lidar Survey of Soconusco, Chiapas: Mapping Prehistoric Salt and Ceramic Production Sites” presented in the session Using LiDAR Images

39th Annual Paleopathology Association Meeting in conjunction with the American Association of Physical Anthropology Annual Meeting
April 9-12, 2012 in Portland, Oregon
Filipek, Kori – Poster “Long Bone Bowing deformities in the Noua population of the Transylvanian Bronze Age”

Society for Applied Anthropology (SfAA) 72nd Annual Meeting
March 27-31, 2012 in Baltimore, Maryland
Hidalgo, LeighAnna – Paper “Tacos! Burritos! Tortas!: Migrant Entrepreneurs’ Quest for Economic Mobility and Safe Spaces in Arizona” presented in the session “Immigration Risks and Roles”
Hunt, Allison – Paper “Women of War: PostTraumatic Stress Disorder among Female Veterans” presented in the session “Gender, Violence, and Anthropology (SMA)”
Loewe, Ron – Paper “IXIM Turns 30: Mayas in the Diaspora” presented in the session “Performance of Social, Religious and Political Identities”
Montoya, Letticia – Poster “No Straight Answers: Intimate Partner Violence among Latina Lesbians”
Swaney, Theresa – Poster “Traversing Borders through International Volunteerism”
Ulrich, Sonja – Poster “Health Seeking Behavior among Rural People in the Soconusco Province of Chiapas, Mexico”

American Anthropological Association (AAA) 110th Annual Meeting
November 16-20, 2011 in Montreal, QC, Canada
Diaz, Joanna – Poster “Art as Advocacy: Anti-Violence Messages in Dia de los Muertos Altars”
Fessenden, Sarah – Paper “Recycling Identities: The Food and Subversion of Anarcho-Punk Squatters In Barcelona, Spain” presented in the session “Urban Consumption, Performance, and Preservation”
Jaffe, Alexandra – Paper “Mutual Influences and Situated Understandings: French and Corsican Sociolinguistics and An American Linguistic Anthropologist” presented in the session “Passerelles and Ruptures: Partial Tidemarks and Legacies Between Linguistic Anthropology and Francophone Research on the Social Life of Language” who was also a discussant for the session “The Legacies of Pathological Language Ideologies in Contemporary Ethnographies of Language and Identity”
LeMaster, Barbara – Paper “CONTACT Languages, Nationalism, and LANGUAGE Heritage Among Deaf Signed Languages” presented in the session “Forty Years After:
Tidemarks, Legacies, and Futures of Research on Language Contact and Contact Languages” who was also a discussant for the session “Decolonizing Indigenous and Village Sign Languages”

**Moges, Rezenet** – Paper “Authenticating By Demissionizing: Ideological Debates On Using Village Signs” presented in the session “Decolonizing Indigenous and Village Sign Languages”


**Rae-Espinoza, Heather** – Paper “Double Duties: Family Planning and Military Practice for Young Adults” presented in the session “Time Out of Sync: Imagined Futures, Legacies of the Past, and Chronotopic Disjunctures” which Rae-Espinoza also organized and chaired

**Rousso-Schindler, Steven** – Paper “Israeli State Efforts At Building a Legacy of a Moral Military: Understanding Israel’s Contested ‘Moral IDF’ National Narrative Through the Lens of Narrative Theory” presented in the session “Martial Reckonings and Returns”

**Sander, Emily** – Paper “Am I Blue?Preschoolers’ Understandings of Learned Vs. Experienced Emotions” presented in the session “Growing Up: Anthropology of Youth and Childhood”

**Wignall, Julia** – Paper ”Claiming Rights and Negotiating Space: The Queer Undocumented Youth Movement In Southern California” presented in the session “Coming Out”: Traces, Trademarks and Legacies of LGBT Politics in the Dream Movement”

---

**Canadian Association of Physical Anthropologists/ North American Association of Physical Anthropologists 39th Annual Meeting October 2011 in Montreal, QC, Canada**

**Filipek, Kori** – Presentation “Assessing long bone bowing deformities: differential diagnoses and methodological approaches”